Drugs aimed at targeting characteristic karyotypic phenotypes of cancer cells.
The karyotypic features of cancer cells have not been a particular focus of anticancer drug targeting either as guidance for treatment or as specific drug targets themselves. Cancer cell lines typically have considerable, characteristic, and variable chromosomal aberrations. Here, we consider small-molecule screening data across the National Cancer Institute's 60 tumor cell line drug screening panel (NCI-60) analyzed for specific association with karyotypic variables (numerical and structural complexity and heterogeneity) determined for these same cell lines. This analysis is carried out with the aid of a self-organizing map allowing for a simultaneous assessment of all screened compounds, revealing an association between karyotypic variables and a unique part of the cytotoxic response space. Thirteen groups of compounds based on related specific chemical structural motifs are identified as possible leads for anticancer drug discovery. These compounds form distinct groups of molecules associated with relatively unexplored regions of the NCI-60 self-organizing map where anticancer agents currently standard in the clinic are not present. We suggest that compounds identified in this study may represent new classes of potential anticancer agents.